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“Don’t Leave Your Brains at Home”
2 Chronicles 1:6-13       Matthew 22:34-40 October 1, 2017

When I get ready to leave the house, I do the last minute check:  
keys, wallet, glasses, notes to self, phone, and whatever I may need 
for a meeting or a class that day.  Perhaps the most important 
thing to be sure we carry with us at all times is not a cell phone or 
a credit card, but our brains.  When God created Adam and Eve, 
God made them rational creatures with the ability to think and 
reason. Our species is called homo sapiens – the wise human; it is 
important that we live up to our name.  

Somewhere along the way some Christians got the notion that 
you don’t need to use your brains to read the scriptures, worship 
God or follow Jesus. All you need to do is catch the wave of 
religious enthusiasm, accept whatever some charismatic leader 
tells you to believe and do, and go with the flow. There was a New 
Yorker cartoon some years ago that showed two men in a boat 
floating with the current on the River Styx, the river that flows 
into Hades.  The two men seem oblivious to the gates of Hell that 
lie before them.  The caption reads:  The only problem with going 
with the flow is where the flow is going.  Over the centuries the 
flow in the Christian community has led to a variety of personal 
and social disasters:  the inquisition, the persecution of Jews and 
Muslims, the formation of the “Christian Knights” of the Klu 
Klux Klan, and the Peoples Temple formed by Indiana’s own Jim 
Jones which led to the murder and suicide of nearly 1000 people 
in Jonestown, Guyana.  

Some believe that reason has nothing to do with faith 
and faith has nothing to do with reason.  The 11th century 
theologian Anselm of Canterbury put it this way:  faith seeking 
understanding ( fides quaerens intellectum).  It is not so much 
that we reason our way to faith, but as believers we use reason to 
deepen our understanding of faith.   Instead of just “going with 
the flow” of religious enthusiasm, we use our minds to discern the 
truth in complex moral and social issues. We use our brains to 
reflect upon what scripture says about how to live a faithful life 
in the world. 

Why do we not begin our search for understanding with the 
simple, but profound words of Jesus? 

“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
and with all your soul, and with all your mind.” This is 
the greatest and first commandment. And a second is like 
it: “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” On these 
two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.   
Mt. 22:37-40 

We need to examine all that we know and all that we do in 
light of the test of love. When we look at our beliefs, practices and 
actions from the perspective of love, it would rule out the kind of 
hate speech and prejudice I hear from too many Christian leaders 
today.  

Indianapolis Star writer Tim Swarens, who is an evangelical 
Christian, wrote a provocative piece on August 10th, entitled, 
“The Fire and Fury of Today’s Christian Pastors.”  In the article he 
points out the danger of pastors claiming to speak for God in giving 
unquestioned moral support for the use of violence and lethal 
force against hostile nations.  He notes the distinction between 
the cautious approach of military advisors and the nuclear saber 
rattling of theses pastors who want to “light up” a hostile nation 
while millions of innocent civilians  die (The Indianapolis Star, 
8/10/17). We cannot leave our brains at home when we are trying 
to discern what the loving thing to do is.   We draw upon the best 
of science, history, human experience, psychology and the arts in 
determining how Jesus would have us live.  

All this points to how much we need wisdom and 
understanding.  When Solomon’s reign over his father David’s 
kingdom is firmly established, he goes to worship the Lord and to 
offer a sacrifice. God tells Solomon to ask for anything he desires.  
The sky’s the limit. Instead of asking for power, long life or great 
wealth, Solomon asks for wisdom to govern God’s people. The 
Lord grants Solomon wisdom and showers him with blessing in 
many other ways.  As we read last week, Proverbs declares wisdom 
to be more precious than gold or silver. 

An enduring gift of the Reformation is the focus on wisdom, 
understanding and knowledge. Luther and Calvin were scholars. 
They knew the classics; they were trained in rhetoric, philosophy, 
theology and languages.  In fact, the first book that Calvin wrote 
was a commentary on a work by the Roman stoic philosopher 
Seneca. Martin Luther translated the Bible into German so that 
ordinary people could read and discern the truth for themselves 
in community with others.  The consequence of this Reformation 
emphasis on the reading and understanding of scripture has led 
down through the centuries to the establishment of primary and 
secondary schools, colleges and universities. 

One of the little known leaders of the Reformation insistence 
upon education was the 17th century Hungarian Princess Susanna 
Lorantffy of Transylvania.  She shunned ostentation and devoted 
her resources to the Protestant movement. She established the 
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Reformed College at Sarospatak, she supported the education of 
girls not only in the domestic arts, but in reading, writing, math 
and the study of the Bible.  She sponsored a translation of the 
Bible and invited the Czech Calvinist Comenius to Hungary 
where he revolutionized education by establishing schools, 
expanding educational opportunities, transforming teaching 
methods and creating text books in the languages of the people. 
His work endures as a foundation of much of our modern 
educational theory and practice.

The Scotsman Andrew Carnegie was born in a weaver’s 
cottage. His family immigrated to America in the mid-19th 
century.  Carnegie massed a great fortune through steel, railroads 
and other investments.  He thought it a great sin to die rich. In 
his life he endowed colleges, built over 3000 public libraries, and 
supported the arts. On my own Presbyterian college campus was 
a Carnegie library. He believed in the importance of education.   

 Calvin and his spiritual descendants have invested tremendous 
resources in education to increase understanding by uniting 
the mind and the heart. In fact the Statement of Purpose of the 
Presbyterian College I attended states this quite explicitly:

[The College] dedicates itself to the quest for truth 
and encourages teachers and students to explore the 
whole of reality, whether physical or spiritual, with 
unlimited employment of their intellectual powers.  
…faith and reason work together in mutual respect and 
benefit toward growth in learning, understanding, and 
wisdom (Davidson College, Statement of Purpose).

This is why our congregation has Bible Studies, Sunday School 
Classes, Retreats, Support Groups, Forums, Pub Theology and 
Reunion Groups. This is why we host classes and forums on 
important often controversial social, theological and moral 
issues. We do it from a variety of perspectives and with respect 
for different opinions. This is why we hold a workshop to teach 
our third graders about the meaning of the Lord’s Supper and 
present them with a Bible to recognize their entering a new phase 
of Christian growth and understanding. This is why the longtime 
elder who told the new young preacher, “Lady, I haven’t had a 
new idea in 40 years and I don’t intend to get one now,” was dead 
wrong.  

If you are not engaged in a class, study group, or Bible Study,  
I pray that the Holy Spirit will move your heart to become 
active in one of these.  We all have room and space in our minds 
and hearts to grow in faith and understanding, wisdom and 
knowledge.  Don’t leave your brains at home. Our nation and 
our world need people of deep faith and wisdom who know what 
it means to follow Jesus and put the love of God and the love of 
neighbor into practice in the demanding and complex world in 
which we live.  Don’t leave your brains at home.


